What do The New Yorker, Vanity Fair, Sports Illustrated, Esquire and Rolling Stone have in common with Illinois Issues?

All made the Chicago Tribune’s “Our Fifty Favorite Magazines” list!

ILLINOIS ISSUES

“Not just a magazine for policy wonks, Illinois Issues deciphers Springfield legislation for all constituents in the Land of Lincoln. Education, immigration, conservation and, of course, corruption are analyzed regularly in lively, well-informed articles on the state of our state.”

Illinois Issues A Magazine on a Mission!

What’s our mission?
To provide fresh, provocative analysis of public policy in Illinois, specifically focusing on state government and politics.

Are we successful?
Ask our readers:
“I really like everything about the publication – the feature stories, photos, statistics. It allows me to become educated on a huge variety of topics I wouldn’t normally seek out.”

“Illinois Issues should be required reading in ALL state agencies!!”
(Comments from 2006 Readership Survey)

Do you believe in this mission?
ENGAGE in public policy discourse in Illinois by subscribing to Illinois Issues, the state’s leading public affairs magazine since 1975.

Association, Corporation and Government Partnerships and/or bulk subscription rates are now available.

Contact Illinois Issues at 217-206-6094 or http://illinoisissues.uis.edu